TEXAS MUSIC AND MUSICIANS BIBLIOGRAPHY

Austin is known as “The Live Music Capital of the World,” a reference to its many musicians and live music venues, not to mention the TV concert series, *Austin City Limits*. However, the entire state of Texas has a long and varied musical history.

Texas is the birthplace of many singers, songwriters and musicians who span musical genres—from traditional country musicians like Gene Autry and Tex Ritter, to contemporary R & B bands like Destiny’s Child.

The Talking Book Program has scores of biographies and memoirs of Texas musicians, as well as books about Texas music in general, that evoke Texas’ rich musical heritage.

**General Titles**

Title: IN SEARCH OF THE BLUES: A JOURNEY TO THE SOUL OF BLACK TEXAS
Author: Minutaglio, Bill
DT 07557 DBC 14588

Title: NEVER HEARD OF ‘EM: AUSTIN’S MUSIC EXPLOSION, 1994-2000
Author: Donahoe, Sue
DT 07268 DBC 04845 (BARD)

Title: TEXAS RHYTHM, TEXAS RHYME: A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF TEXAS MUSIC
Author: Willoughby, Larry
DT 03981
Biographies / Memoirs

Gene Autry
Title: BACK IN THE SADDLE AGAIN
Author: Autry, Gene
DB 16849

Title: PUBLIC COWBOY NO. 1: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GENE AUTRY
Author: George-Warren, Holly
DB 67593

Van Cliburn
Title: MOSCOW NIGHTS: THE VAN CLIBURN STORY: HOW ONE MAN AND HIS PIANO TRANSFORMED THE COLD WAR
Author: Cliff, Nigel
DB 86789

Rodney Crowell
Title: CHINABERRY SIDEWALKS
Author: Crowell, Rodney
DB 73893

Dale Evans & Roy Rogers
Title: ANGEL UNAWARE
Author: Rogers, Dale Evans
BR 02225   DB 09980
Title: ANSWER IS GOD: THE INSPIRING STORY OF DALE EVANS AND ROY ROGERS
Author: Davis, Elise Miller
DB 08052 (BARD)

Title: HAPPY TRAILS: OUR LIFE STORY
Author: Rogers, Roy
DB 40263

Title: SALUTE TO SANDY
Author: Rogers, Dale Evans
BR 10323  DBC 14334 (BARD)  DT 03148

Title: WHERE HE LEADS
Author: Rogers, Dale Evans
DB 09858 (BARD)

Title: WOMAN AT THE WELL
Author: Rogers, Dale Evans
DB 06010 (BARD)

Kirk Franklin
Title: CHURCH BOY
Author: Franklin, Kirk
DB 70436
**Buddy Holly**
Title: RAVE ON: THE BIOGRAPHY OF BUDDY HOLLY
Author: Norman, Philip
DT 06321

Title: BUDDY HOLLY: A BIOGRAPHY
Author: Amburn, Ellis
DT 07070

**Sam Lightnin’ Hopkins**
Title: RAGGIN’ THE BLUES: LEGENDARY COUNTRY BLUES AND RAGTIME MUSCICIANS
Author: Wilds, Mary
DR 04188

**Waylon Jennings**
Title: WAYLON: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Author: Jennings, Waylon
DB 43334

**George Jones**
Title: I LIVED TO TELL IT ALL
Author: Jones, George
DB 42850
Title: THREE OF US: GROWING UP WITH TAMMY AND GEORGE
Author: Jones, Georgette
DB 76171

Janis Joplin
Title: JANIS JOPLIN: RISE UP SINGING
Author: Angel, Ann
BR 19426 DB 73764

Scott Joplin
Title: KING OF RAGTIME: SCOTT JOPLIN AND HIS ERA
Author: Berlin, Edward A.
DB 42223 (BARD)

Beyonce Knowles
Title: SOUL SURVIVORS: THE OFFICIAL AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF DESTINY’S CHILD
Author: Knowles, Beyonce
DB 55896 (BARD)

Willie Nelson
Title: FACTS OF LIFE AND OTHER DIRTY JOKES
Author: Nelson, Willie
DB 58592
Title: WILLIE NELSON: AN EPIC LIFE
Author: Patoski, Joe Nick
DB 66762

Title: ROLL ME UP AND SMOKE ME WHEN I DIE: MUSINGS FROM THE ROAD
Author: Nelson, Willie
DB 75901

Title: IT’S A LONG STORY: MY LIFE
Author: Nelson, Willie
DB 81617

**Roy Orbison**
Title: DARK STAR: THE ROY ORBISON STORY
Author: Amburn, Ellis
DBC 14561 (BARD)

**Tex Ritter**
Title: TEX RITTER
Author: Ritter, Tex
DBM 00878 (BARD)
Selena

Title: SELENA! PHENOMENAL LIFE AND TRAGIC DEATH OF THE TEJANO MUSIC QUEEN = ¡SELENA!: LA VIDA FENOMENAL Y LA MUERTE TRÁGICA DE LA REINA DE LA MÚSICA TEJANA!

Author: Richmond, Clint

DB 44470

B. J. Thomas

Title: HOME WHERE I BELONG

Author: Thomas, B.J.

DB 14755 (BARD)

Tanya Tucker

Title: NICKEL DREAMS: MY LIFE

Author: Tucker, Tanya

DB 48356

Townes Van Zandt

Title: TO LIVE’S TO FLY: THE BALLAD OF THE LATE, GREAT TOWNES VAN ZANDT

Author: Kruth, John

DT 07063 DBC 04839 (BARD)

Bob Wills

Title: LONE STAR SWING: ON THE TRAIL OF BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS

Author: Mclean, Duncan

DB 48652